
PROMENADE CONCERT ORCHESTRA’S ANNUAL VIENNESE CONCERT HELD AT THE 
PLATFORM MORECAMBE:


The tradition of bringing in the New Year with an uplifting concert containing predominantly 
Viennese dance-based music has become well established in concert venues outside Austria - 
and the Platform, Morecambe is no exception! Howard Rogerson and the Promenade Concert 
Orchestra have performed such a concert to full houses in late January for eleven years now.


The day of this year’s concert brought brooding skies, mist over the water and seagulls circling in 
a gusty wind but this did not deter the appreciative audience who were regaled with a varied and 
well chosen programme of popular works by the Strauss family interspersed with some related 
pieces from honorary ‘interlopers’ and associates. Of the less often performed compositions, 
Haydn Wood’s ‘Joyousness’ concert waltz and Robert Stolz’s ‘Vienna Cafe’ waltz were very 
worthwhile additions to the concert. A robust march by Lautenschlager and von Suppe’s 
‘Beautiful Galatea’ overture added further variety to the menu.  


Led by Julian Cann, the orchestra displayed once again its distinctive mix of disciplined, 
enthusiastic and lyrical music making with some beautiful sectional and solo playing, for example 
in ‘Tales from the Vienna Woods’. There was also some sensitive playing in Josef Strauss’ ‘Music 
of the Spheres’ and Waldteufel’s ‘Pomone’ waltz. Howard Rogerson directed proceedings in his 
usual urbane way and particularly relished blowing the whistle in Johann Strauss Jnr’s ‘Excursion’ 
polka!

   

The orchestra was joined in three numbers by student dancers from Turning Point Theatre Arts of 
Lancaster directed by Gail Johnstone. This partnership between the PCO and Turning Point has 
been successful over several years; the talented and enthusiastic performers added an extra 
dimension to the musicians’ rendering of both Johann Strauss’ Persian March, and the Beautiful 
Blue Danube waltz, and also his father’s Radetzky March - which ended proceedings in the time 
honoured way.
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